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Figure 1:  Pipeline overview for research sub-question 2
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 Dynamically typed languages, like Python, 
aren’t type-checked, which can be 
problemati

 Optional static typing exists, but adding 
annotations to existing code is tediou

 Static type inference can create 
annotations, but it can be imprecis

 ML-based type inference models can be 
more performant, but have limits in the type 
annotations they can infe

 Type4Py can infer types for Python, but 
cannot infer user-defined types

Would the general type prediction performance 
of Type4Py be improved if combined with static 
type inference, using the original dataset?



Sub-questions
 How does Type4Py perform compared to a 

static type inference tool, e.g. Pytype

 How does Type4Py perform when combined 
with a static type inference tool, e.g. Pytype?

 Incremental approach to hpredict not 
researche

 Augmented dataset of ManyTypes4Py not 
use

 Type4Py results differ strongly from prior 
researc

 The Evaluation implementation couild 
contain mistake

 hpredict could outperform Type4Py 
because of the combination with static type 
inference

ManyTypes4Py: the used dataset of Python projects                                                                                                                                                       Top-n metric: percentage of times that correct type is among top-n predictions

 hpredict outperforms Type4Py by 11.0% on 
Exact Match and All type

 Type4Py’s type prediction can be improved 
by combining with static type inference



Future work
 Research incremental approach’s hpedict 

performance
 Check evaluation’s implementation for 

mistake
 Research different prediction combination 

strategies

[WIP figure of method]

 For Top-1

 Regarding Exact Match and Base Type Match, hpredict outperforms Type4Py by 5.0% and 13.8% 
for All types, respectivel

 For Top-10

 hpredicts is found to outperform Type4Py in every cas

 Regarding Exact Match on All types, hpredict outperforms Type4Py by 11.0

 Regarding Base Type Match on All types, Type4Py is outperformed by 19.2%   


